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Much of this sport’s history has been forgotten. Much of the traditions of the past have
disappeared as the landscape for harness
racing in North America veered away from
past institutions towards areas where tracks
popped up with greater purses.
Thankfully there are members of this
industry that felt it necessary to preserve
The Red Mile, which is an institution rich in
history from a breeding and a racing perspective unmatched anywhere in our sport today.
While Sire Stakes have grown in many
regions over the years, the sport has genuinely
been robbed of its Grand Circuit traditions.
Horses routinely race within their borders
hoping to garner enough points to race in
lucrative finals. It’s not a complaint that
owners want to maximize their investments,
it’s a reality that we’ve all become comfortable
with accepting.
Thankfully The Red Mile comes along at a
time in the season where there is enough space
for owners to bring the best from all proximities to one location with the hope of getting a
clearer picture as to where they stand against
the best.
Two weeks is just enough time to test the
talent and determine if what appeared to be
the real thing locally could suddenly become
a national headliner.
Perhaps there is no group of horses that

Geri Schwarz

Fourth Dimension looks to get back on the
winning track on Thursday at The Red
Mile.

needs the Red Mile to achieve its goals than
freshman trotters. Many have been pitted
against competition on smaller tracks and
thus will find a welcome diversion in the
extremely forgiving surface at The Red Mile.
For years this division has blossomed
during the first weeks of the autumn season
going further back than the days before Workaholic became the first Breeders Crown champion in the fall of 1984.
On Thursday The Red Mile gives the sport
its first chance to see who the stars of tomorrow will be as a divergent group meets in one
of five Bluegrass divisions for juvenile trotting
colts.
The gathering of Pennsylvania’s finest and
New York’s best, along with a sprinkling of
New Jersey’s sons, makes this more than
attractive to those who appreciate the finer
things. Earlier this year trainer Jim CampCONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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The Red Mile has a way of helping the cream rise to the top
CONTINUED from page 1

bell had confessed after sending out a pair of
Sire Stakes winners in this division that his
best colt was likely the horse that had been
defeated on that day. Fashionwoodchopper
was the horse he was speaking about and the
son of Donato Hanover actually lost his first
three races. But Campbell was prophetic as
the colt owned by new-Hall of Famer Jules
Siegel, would capture the last leg of the Pennsylvania Sire Stakes earning a spot in the
final and then surprise everyone with a 38-1
victory from post eight in the $252K final on
September 2 at The Downs at Mohegan Sun
Pocono.
Bad draws will follow Fashionwoodchopper with him to Kentucky at least in the first
week of action as he’ll start again on the
outside from post eight this Thursday.
Trainer Marcus Melander has made a
name for himself this year in North America
sending out a solid pair of colts in the sophomore ranks. Melander confirmed on Monday
that Long Tom would be in Lexington for two
weeks of action culminating in the Kentucky
Futurity. He also has qualified Enterprise
for action. “We’re going to supplement Enterprise for the Futurity. I had to qualify him
because he wasn’t eligible for the first week
here,” said Melander, who drove the colt to a

1:52 4/5 winning mile on Tuesday morning
over the red clay surface.
While his sophomores have been making
some noise, Melander’s best horse from his
stable may in fact be the formerly unbeaten
Fourth Dimension. The Chapter Seven-sired
colt made a break in his last start after four
consecutive New York Sire Stakes victories.
Melander confirmed that all systems were go
following the colt’s first loss and first break
in stride within a race. “He’s fine,” Melander
said. “I really don’t know what happened to
him at Yonkers but he got a little too excited
after he made the first break.”
Over varied-sized tracks in New York,
Fourth Dimension has looked as imposing
as any freshman we’ve seen this year. That
said, it’s hard to quantify the quality of any
competition within states lines and therefore
The Red Mile will likely give him a first acid
test. “He’s feeling good and I wouldn’t have
brought him down here if he wasn’t,” said
Melander, who also suggested that Fourth
Dimension potentially might not return for
the October 14 New York Sire Stakes final at
Yonkers.
Trainer Julie Miller and husband Andy
have been heavily involved in the trotting
game for years and they would have a sleeper
in this division in the Cantab Hall colt named
Met’s Hall. The Pennsylvania-bred went for

the big money early in the Peter Haughton
at The Meadowlands and that made it impossible for him to qualify for the lucrative Sire
Stakes final. With four wins in six starts, he
easily captured the Sire Stakes consolation
then prepped nicely at The Meadowlands on
September 15 with 1:54 2/5 career best clocking.
These three colts vie for $73,000 in fifth race
on Thursday and will be joined by five others
including American Moni, a colt by Muscle
Hill from the great Moni Maker, who has a
home field advantage having raced in the
Kentucky Sire Stakes over the last month at
The Red Mile. What American Moni doesn’t
have is a win in four lifetime starts.
JAYWALKING: Trainer Jim Mulinix
confirmed on Monday that Lost In Time, his
A Rocknroll Dance colt that captured The
Metro this past Saturday, would skip the first
week of Grand Circuit racing at The Red Mile
and prepare for the second week. “He had a
splint bothering him before The Metro and I
want to make sure he recovers before sending him to Kentucky,” Mulinix said. The
trainer and co-owner of Lost In Time also
said that discussions are underway to sell at
least part of the colt. “It’s a bit of an insurance policy,” said Mulinix, who also owns a
20 percent interest in Lost In Time’s sire A
Rocknroll Dance.

Walner eyeing stallion duty; will be sold to breeding interests
By Derick Giwner
Ken Jacobs on Wednesday (9/27) confirmed
that he will sell a portion of star trotter Walner and plans to make an official
announcement soon on the future for the
nearly undefeated son of Chapter Seven.
“The offers are just too good,” said Jacobs,
who will retain a big interest in the colt. “He
will be sold for breeding probably by Monday.
There are several groups interested, including the Europeans. I have to make a decision.
I’m leaning one way, so I’ll likely make a decision Friday before I fly down to Lexington.”
Walner was the 2-year-old Dan Patch
champion in 2016 while winning seven of
eight starts and earning $484,037. The Linda
Toscano trainee came into this year as the
heavy favorite to win the Hambletonian. He
was perfect in two starts in July, including
a 1:50 2/5 win in the Stanley Dancer at The
Meadowlands, but stepped in a hole causing a
tear in his suspensory leading up to the classic on the first Saturday in August and never
raced again.
While Jacobs admitted he would love to
see Walner on the track again, retirement
seemed like the only viable solution.
“He won’t race. I don’t want to hurt him
and I don’t think he knows that he is hurt,”
said Jacobs. “He’ll try to go (1):48 and I know
he can, but then it will break him down. He’s
the best horse ever as far as I’m concerned.

Derick Giwner

Walner last raced on July 15 at The Meadowlands in the Stanley Dancer Memorial.
He won the Dancer in (1):50 and he could have
went (1):49 then.”
For Jacobs, who only recently dipped his
toes in the trotting waters and has never
started a horse in the Hambletonian, he
now has an itch to scratch when it comes to
the trotting classic. In order to quench that
desire, the 80-year-old won’t simply stick to
New York-bred yearlings as he has in the past

when shopping at the upcoming sales.
“I’m going to try to find another Walner.
That won’t happen, but I’m going to try,” said
Jacobs with a chuckle. “I want to win the
Hambo. I won the Breeders Crown several
times but I’ve never really gone after trotters
until the past year, so this is on my radar and
I really do want to win it. I thought I was going
to win the Hambo this year but fate said no.”

Taking a knee in the best interests of Standardbred Racing
CONFESSIONS
By Keith Gisser
Let me preface my opening comments
by saying I personally do not see athletes
kneeling during the National Anthem as
disrespectful to the flag. I do find athletes
laughing and joking on the sidelines disrespectful to the flag. Neither action says much
about patriotism or community involvement.
Having said that, maybe we need to get Brian
Sears and Dave Miller to kneel during the
National Anthem on Breeders Crown night.
Then the President could tweet about unpatriotic SOB harness racers (although he
would probably call them jockeys) and we
could get the national media coverage we so
deeply crave.
I have written previously of a protest at
Northfield Park in the seventies. Drivers who
were warming up horses when the anthem
(an instrumental version, not reader’s digest
condensed vocal version that ignores the
second and highly racist third verse) played
would remove their helmets as a sign of
respect for the flag. And they began getting
fined $25 a pop. At what point does safety
trump respect for the flag? I don’t know,
but these drivers felt the need to show their
respect. We were not at war at the time, 9/11
was still a quarter century away, but it was
an interesting contrast to the display I see
today.
Many tracks still play or perform the
anthem before their live race cards, some
do not. Vernon and Tioga Downs even take
a patriotic seventh inning stretch, with their
outrider performing to God Bless America.

It is totally unnecessary, but it is also totally
appropriate to celebrate equine skill and our
country. Here is a link to one of her performances. Now, if we could just get the horse to
take a knee . . .
The recent non-disqualification at Yonkers
of Betabcool N (as detailed by Jay Bergman
here) points out yet again that regardless of
the push for uniform rules, they will never
be uniform as long as humans are interpreting them. If the rules are written exactly the
same in New York, New Jersey, Minnesota
and Ohio, they will still be interpreted differently. Just as you can call holding on nearly
every NFL play, you can find a violation in
nearly every race, even if it is a minor whip or
foot out of stirrup infraction. While I personally think soccer is the only sport that gets it
right with its “Play on, advantage,” rule, even
that opens up a can of human interpretation
worms.
Bergman believes the judges misinterpreted one key word in the rule, the word
“forced”. Was Betabcool N forced off the
track? I disagree with Jay on this. Not on the
judges blowing the call, but on the key word.
For me the key word, and one we find in far
too many rules, is MAY. May is indefinite
and invites interpretation. Every rule written needs to us the word SHALL. Additionally, just as every law written by congress
or a state legislature features pages of definitions before even getting to the ordinance
itself, there must be a set of definitions. What
constitutes “unfair competitive advantage”
or “forced”?
What we really need is a sharp attorney, with NO harness racing experience,
to rewrite our rules. There would be black
and white (not grey) definitions and rules,
many of which I probably would not like.
But at least I would know that whether I am
at Yonkers, Northfield, the Meadowlands or

the Great Darke County Fair, the rules will
be the same.
As a moron who went to Delaware, Ohio, I
was excited that I actually knew and considered myself friends with several key players
in the Little Brown Jug. Therefore, I was very
disappointed that neither of the Brian Brown
trainees, Downbytheseaside and Fear The
Dragon, won. But after the race I was shocked
at how many people felt it was a boring race. I
found it very exciting, possibly the most exciting in which I did not have the winner since
I began attending. Team Burke did exactly
what it needed to do to get the upset win with
Filibuster Hanover. There was strategy and
there was good racing. Good for the Jug.
What was bad for the Jug was the lack of a
race-off. While I am sure the small field had
more to do with the dominance of the Brown
trained horses than the Jug’s rule change,
I wonder what would have happened had
there been a race-off. A match race between
Filibuster Hanover and Fear The Dragon
for the Jug title would have been exciting.
While I understand the desire to preserve
horseflesh and cater to owners and trainers
who may not want to risk three races in one
day, I think it is a marketing mistake that in
the long run fans will respond to negatively.
What I do now is that nobody was kneeling
during the Star Spangled Banner on Jug Day.
As for O Canada, well . . .
That’s all for this month. See you next
month. Now go cash, just not on the race-off
of the Little Brown Jug.
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10/3 PACERS

10/4 PACERS (continued)

10/6 PACER HIGHLIGHTS

Western Ideal-Walk Softly-Allamerican Native
1/2-brother to Soft Idea,
p, 2, 1:53.3f ($383,335)

Heston Blue Chip-Hornby Lucky-Dexter Nukes
1/2-brother to Lucky Bettor,
p, 1:49.4f ($766,404)

Heston Blue Chip-Feelinglikeastar-Artiscape
Dam is full-sister to Rainbow Blue,
p, 3, 1:49.2s ($1,428,594)

#2, WALKING TRAIL+, C, PA

#167, HILLBILLY RICH+, C, NY

#473, TERRIFIC TRISH+, F, NY

#48, NO ORDINARY MAN+, C, ON #177, BETTER THAN CASH+, C, ON #474, GOSSIP GUY+, C, ON
Betterthancheddar-Hypnotize-Artiscape
Dam is Hypnotize,
p, 1:52.2f ($374,152)

#52, LEVI’S IDEAL+, C, NY

American Ideal-Kim’s Caper-Badlands Hanover
1/2-brother to Kim’s Royal Day,
p, 3, 1:51f ($331,648)

#58, LIGHT WIND+, C, NY

Art Major-Village Madonna-Rocknroll Hanover
Full-brother to Travel Playlist,
p, 2, 1:49.2s ($254,444)

#62, ROCK IT HALLIE+, F, PA

A Rocknroll Dance-Hallie Gallie-Village Jolt
2nd dam is Galleria, p, 1:49.1 ($1,814,453)

10/3 TROTTERS

#45, WICKED WIZARD+, C, ON
Kadabra-Met’s Rival-Pine Chip
Dam is 1/2-sister to Muscle Hill,
3, 1:50.1 ($3,266,835)

#50, TRUE CUSTOM, C, ON
Kadabra-J Marie-Angus Hall
First foal. Dam is 1/2-sister to
Hang Time, 1:56.3f ($318,206)

#61, BLUE MAX INN+, C, PA

Betterthancheddar-Kattimon-Astreos
1/2-brother to Devil Child,
p, 1:49.1f ($604,549)

#189, NOVEL WRITER+, F, ON

Sportswriter-Wishfor Rocknroll-Rocknroll Hanover
First foal. Family of Bettor’s Delight,
p, 3, 1:49.4 ($2,581,461)
Western Ideal-Margarita Monday-Ponder
1/2-brother to Tequila Monday,
p, 3, 1:50.4f -’17 ($485,898). Dam is
full-sister to Bolt The Duer,
p, 3, 1:47.4f ($1,828,995)

#199, ARTIE’S IDEAL+, C, NY
American Ideal-Midnight Art-Artsplace
Full-brother to Artist Night,
p, 3, 1:51.1f ($327,383)

#269, DANCE OBSESSION+, F, PA

Art Major-Bay Girl-Royal Mattjesty
Dam is Bay Girl, p, 3, 1:50s ($576,130)

Bettor’s Delight-Balasun-The Panderosa
Dam is 1/2-sister to Dali,
p, 3, 1:48.2f ($1,419,464)

#165, DEALER’S TABLE+, C, NY
American Ideal-Hasty Pulse-Quik Pulse Mindale
Dam is Hasty Pulse,
p, 3, 1:52.2f ($254,062)
+
Stored Stem Cells Available
All records & earnings are as of 9/27/17

#285, BAY SKY+, F, NY

#290, THREE CHIPS+, F, ON
Mach Three-Benazire Blue Chip-Art Major
First foal. Dam is 1/2-sister to
Mach It So, p, 1:48f ($2,166,543)

10/6 TROTTER HIGHLIGHTS
#462, DESIGN WINNER+, C, NY
Credit Winner-Clasicaly Designed-Lindy Lane
1/2-brother to Classical Annie,
1:53.3 -’17 ($328,667)

#470, EXPLOSIVE FORM+, C, PA

#496, BEER HALL+, C, NY

Conway Hall-Lady Tini-Sand Vic
First foal. Dam is 1/2-sister to
Peach Martini, 3, 1:55f ($587,686)

10/7 PACER HIGHLIGHTS
#565, ZIP ZIP WILL+, C, OH

We Will See-Zip Zip Boom-Rocknroll Hanover
First foal. Family of Bust Out The Bid,
p, 1:52.4f ($387,216)

#592, AGE IS A NUMBER+, F, ON
Vintage Master-I’m All In-Cam’s Card Shark

#395, RIDE CAPTAIN RIDE+, C, PA Dam is I’m All In, p, 1:52.3f ($387,125)

Captaintreacherous-Restive Hanover-The Panderosa
#622, PHILLY WELLNESS+, F, PA
Dam is Restive Hanover,
Well Said-Pacific Philly-Pacific Fella
p, 3, 1:51.4 ($941,971)
Dam is Pacific Philly, p, 1:50.4f ($949,742)

#402, BAG OF FIGS+, C, ON

Shadow Play-Sass Newton-Storm Compensation
1/2-brother to Newborn Sassy,
p, 1:50 -’17 ($675,165)

10/5 TROTTER

#364, WINNER’S WAY+, F, NY
Credit Winner-Michelle’s Way-Conway Hall
Dam is Michelle’s Way,
3, 1:56.1s ($248,072)

Born to Compete...Raised to Win!
®

A Rocknroll Dance-Thong-Western Hanover
Dam is Thong, p, 3, 1:50.2 ($705,185)

Explosive Matter-Exotic Form-Malabar Man
First foal. Dam is Exotic Form,
#152, EMPRESS CROWN+, F, NY 2, 1:58.2s ($151,891)
Chapter Seven-Shipps Empress-King Conch
#489, JORDANS ANGEL, F, ON
Dam is 1/2-sister to Buttafuco,
Archangel-Jj’s Jordyn-Angus Hall
1:55.4s ($557,902)
Dam is 1/2-sister to Kaline,
1:54.1f ($570,733)
10/5 PACER HIGHLIGHTS

10/4 PACERS

#127, FULL MOON FIX+, F, ON

Well Said-Selinas’s Joy-Dragon Again
Dam is 1/2-sister to Shadow Play,
p, 1:47.4 ($1,549,881)

10/4 TROTTER

A Rocknroll Dance-Where The Heart Is-Abercrombie
1/2-sister to Fashion Heart,
p, 3, 1:49.3f ($432,860)

Bettor’s Delight-Art Account-Artsplace
1/2-brother to Bigtown Hero,
p, 1:47.3f ($478,697). Dam is full-sister
to Artiscape, p, 3, 1:49.3z ($1,469,461)

#539, SERENA SAID+, F, PA

#192, FIVE OCLOCK IDEA+, C, PA #553, DANCEATHON+, C, PA

Yankee Glide-Met’s Inn-Mutineer
1/2-brother to Met’s Hall,
2, 1:54.2 -’17 ($88,175). Family of
Muscle Hill, 3, 1:50.1 ($3,266,835)

#123, BETTOR’S ACCOUNT+, C, ON

Sportswriter-Flibbertigibbet-Albert Albert
1/2-brother to Swift As A Shadow,
p, 1:50.1f ($395,969)

10/7 TROTTER HIGHLIGHTS

#572, MUSCLE N BEAUTY+, F, NY
Muscles Yankee-Cabaret Hall-Garland Lobell
Dam is 1/2-sister to Cash Hall,
T1:51.1h ($554,178)

#604, TRAVEL WINNER+, C, NY
Credit Winner-Travelin Supergirl-Kadabra
Dam is full-sister to Poof She’s Gone,
3, 1:53.1 ($1,305,586)

Garrett Bell, General Manager / James Ladwig, Yearling Manager
155 Yearling Row, Chesapeake City, MD 21915 / (410) 885.3059 / james.ladwig@winbakfarm.com
Visit www.winbakfarm.com for yearling videos. / /

Oakes looks for repeat performance from Homicide Hunter
By Jay Bergman
You could say trainer Chris Oakes is on the
“Hunt” for a green October. The trainer of
Homicide Hunter, last week’s upset winner
in the Centaur Trot at Hoosier Park, hopes
for positive results on Friday in the $160,000
Dayton Trotting Classic.
“He’s been invited to the $250,000 Invitational at Yonkers,” said Oakes. “We’ll see
what happens, maybe he can get into the
International.”
There is one spot left of the 10 that will go
in the October 14 $1 million Yonkers International Trot and Homicide Hunter, a track
record holder at Yonkers and a horse that
has consistently gone the mile and a quarter
distance with little issue, could be a perfect
fit in the global spectacle. “He’s been great
around that track and the added distance
doesn’t bother him at all,” said Oakes.
First things first and that means September, as Homicide Hunter again finds himself
on the outside looking in for the Dayton
Trotting Derby.
“If you’ll notice he’s drawn outside in
almost every big race this year,” said Oakes,
lamenting the starting position but hardly
giving up hope. “I was surprised when he
beat Hannelore Hanover last week. She’s a
great horse,” said Oakes.
The two will pair off again on Friday and
both will have to start from the outside with
Hannelore Hanover landing post seven and
Homicide Hunter post eight.
The Dayton Derby is race 10 on the Dayton

Asked
& Answered
By Ryan Macedonio
@Trotcast

Be Better. Understand.
Change The World.
We all forget that sometimes. I’d like to
think America has risen to prominence
over the last 300 years by doing those three
things. Don’t overreact to an issue, purge
emotions and try to shape the future. Sure
there are outliers and mistakes, but you’ll
do more good than harm by taking a step
back and working within the boundaries
of those three rules.
Be Better. Understand. Change the
World.
Everyone who already agrees with me
may be the only ones who actually read
this! For those who are already saying in
their mind words like, “snowflake, millennial and entitled,” just remember, sensitiv-

program and it has all the elements of a
great race, with speedster JL Cruze drawing the pole position and the imported mare
Pasithea Face S starting from post four. JL
Cruze was the pacemaker in the Centaur
and finished fifth, but the veteran of these
trotting wars has had much success over the
five-eighths mile tracks in the past.
Pasithea Face S is also scheduled for the
$250,000 Invitational at Yonkers and she
enters the Dayton Derby off a solid thirdplace finish, albeit at a distance behind
Hannelore Hanover in the Maple Leaf Trot.
Yannick Gingras will be in Lexington
on Friday for Grand Circuit action leaving
Matt Kakaley to guide Hannelore Hanover.
“She’s been very sharp,” said Gingras. “She
went a big trip out at Hoosier and was strong
in the Maple Leaf.”
The Dayton Derby field is rounded out by
Musical Rhythm (post 2), Warrawee Roo
(post 3), Centurion ATM (post 5) and Crazy
Wow (post 6).
Co-featured on the card is the $140,000
Dayton Pacing Derby and trainer Oakes is
well represented with Luck Be Withyou in
this division. The veteran speedster landed
the pole position among nine and Oakes sees
the race going one way.
“He’ll be on the front end,” Oakes said,
declaring intentions that appear to fit
the horse perfectly. “In the Ewart (Scioto
Downs) he gave up the lead to Mel Mara
and then Mel Mara stopped and he choked
down. We had to re-qualify him. He’s a
horse that can leave the gate faster than the

ity can go a long way!
Derick Giwner brought me in to write
for DRF because I bring a different
perspective to what the norm is for this
newsletter and website. It is meant to stir
up some emotions and spawn creativity
with discussion . . . not to launch hatred
and venom. If you walk into a room and
you’re uncomfortable because of the
unfamiliarity of the occupants, STAY IN
THAT ROOM! You just might learn something! Does it do any harm to sit down with
someone and strike up a conversation to
exchange thoughts and views for an educational experience? Try and think to yourself, why does this person have this opinion? Was it an environmental effect? What
has happened in this person’s life to mold
their outlook? If they are kind enough to
share some information, imagine what
it would be like if that event happened to
you. How would you react?
Be Better. Understand. Change the
World.
I’m not going to talk about everything
swirling around the NFL, but it directly
relates to Harness Racing. I’m ashamed
at how we as a community have acted;
overreacting, full of emotions and with
no sensitivity or regard for others; only

starting car.”
Of the nine top aged pacers in the Pacing
Derby, Luck Be Withyou has the fewest
number of starts this season. “That’s by
design. He’s a little older now and I’ve been
trying to find spots for him,” said Oakes.
Brett Miller will drive Luck Be Withyou
on Friday. The last time the driver and horse
were paired, Luck Be Withyou scorched the
Saratoga Harness half-mile track in 1:49 2/5
in September.
Mcwicked, the winner in the contested
Ewart at Scioto, returns to the five-eighths
mile track after a disappointing effort at
Hoosier last week. A winner of $2.1 million
lifetime, Mcwicked drew post four in race 12
of 14 slated for Dayton on Friday night, with
a first post of 6:15 p.m.
Early season star Missile J appears on
the comeback trail for trainer Scott DiDomenico. The 4-year-old went a big mile
finishing second behind All Bets Off in the
Hoosier Park Pacing Derby last Friday.
Missile J will start from post five in Friday’s
race.
Rounding out the field for the Dayton
Pacing Derby is from the inside out: Easy
Lover Hanover, Dealt A Winner, Rockin
Ron, Boston Red Rocks, Check Six and Mach
It So.

how we personally feel about subjects.
Take a step back and try to interpret
what the other side is trying to accomplish and why they feel that way. The
real answer is somewhere in the middle
ground. Pull ideas and emotions from
both sides. That is ALWAYS the best
solution to a problem.
Be Better. Understand. Change the
World.
Almost 75% of the USTA’s demographic
is 50-plus year-old men. Look it up, it’s on
their Media Kit.
That’s fine. If the goal is to have that
demographic as your main customer,
we’re doing a fantastic job. If it’s not, and
here’s the key, we need to start asking the
opinions of people outside of that demographic. There is never a “right” time to
protest, making people uncomfortable
breaks tradition. Hiding behind “tradition” is a lazy excuse to not do your job
correctly.
Rules are meant to be adapted. New
scenarios and information come along
every day. We should be able to alter our
rules for the future.
Be Better. Understand. Change the
World.

Red Mile Grand Circuit Analysis & Key Horses
By Derick Giwner
There are so many reasons why I look
forward to wagering on The Red Mile each
year. It is a place where heavy favorites can
prove their dominance but also a forgiving
track that will move a horse up a notch or two.
I’m often looking for specific angles during
the two-week Grand Circuit meet. A few of
these include:
• Value horses from the Tony Alagna barn
as he typically does very well during the
mini-meet.
• Horses with some issues breaking or soreness that may enjoy the surface change and
mile configuration of the track.
• Second and third choices who really have
done nothing wrong but offer value as the
public becomes enamored with the “it” horse.
With four racing nights/days upon us and
past performances in hand, here are a number
of the horses I’ll be watching either for parimutuel gain or simply because I love the sport.

Thursday, September 28
Race 3 – (3) Mean Leen

Her three wins in six career starts are triple
the rest of the field combined. This becomes
relevant because I can certainly see the 0-for-5
Linda Toscano-trained and Tim Tetrickdriven Blue Grotto taking plenty of action.
Erv Miller trainee could offer some value.

Race 5 – (3) Fourth Dimension

He was the toast of the 2-year-old colt trotting division in New York before making a
break last time. I’m not sure it makes sense
to ship him out here unless 100% and if there
is something wrong, the surface switch from
half-mile track to Red Mile should help. This
is a quality field and if he is the real deal as I
believe, this may be your last chance to get on
board at a decent price.

Race 6 – (7) Missle Hill

Muscle Hill colt displayed some ability at
Hoosier Park but seemed to get lost on the
lead in the long stretch at the Indiana oval.
The trainer change to Tony Alagna and
driver change to Brett Miller make this guy
an interesting price play against somewhat
more visually appealing options on paper.

Race 7 – (9) Maxus

He is far from a world-beater but seems to
have drawn into a good spot. From an inside
post I’d probably just pass on him. Starting
from the outside we might get slightly higher
odds.

Friday, September 29
Race 1 – (1) Thrill Seeker

I’m always intrigued by Ron Burke-trained
horses moving from smaller tracks to a mile
oval; for whatever reason they seem to pick
up their games. This Mcardle filly has yet to
win but did finish first in her recent qualifier
here and Yannick Gingras gets the assign-

ment over #7 who already has a 1:53 3/5 win
to her credit.

SPOTLIGHT ON

HOOSIER PARK

Race 4 – (2) Asa Ready To Glide

She scratched out of the Champlain in late
August but I like the fact that her connections thought enough of her to even enter.
Yankee Glide filly charged home to win at
10-1 at Mohawk last time and seems to have
some ability.

Race 7 – (3) Manchego

This isn’t much of a wagering opportunity
as she’ll be 1-9 at post time, but it is always
a pleasure to watch a talented horse. The
Jimmy Takter-trained 2-year-old daughter of
Muscle Hill is perfect in eight career starts.
Will we see a special mile over the next two
weeks in Lexington?

COVERAGE
PRESENTED BY
By Derick Giwner
Each week we’ll highlight a race(s)
from Hoosier Park. On Friday (Sept.
29) the track features five Indiana Sire
Stakes eliminations. Let’s dig in . . .

Race 2 - 2yo Filly Trot

Race 2 - (5) Goingtocalifornia

Ignore the morning line in this
race since there is no chance that #10
KINDA COOL LADY goes off anywhere
near favoritism. #5 MEADOW BROOK
GRACE has improved by leaps and
bounds since adding trotting hobbles and
she should be tough if kept within striking range of likely chalk #8 O SO EASY.

Race 5 - (4) Pure Country

#5 DEE ROCKS has crossed the wire
first in every start of her 11-race career in
Indiana. There is no reason to think she
won’t do it again.

Saturday, September 30
Added Lasix and shocked everyone at
28-1 last time on Jugette Day. Trainer Brian
Brown was surprised he overcame post eight
but said this horse has overcome some issues
and was finally coming around. Why can’t
this gelding continue to improve?
It is a 5-horse field so I’ll likely pass from a
wagering perspective, but we get a rematch
of top older pacing mares Pure Country and
Blue Moon Stride.

Race 6 - (6) Rainbow Room

She is six for seven lifetime and will be a
short price, but certainly worth watching.

Race 11 - (7) Band Stand

Undefeated in five starts in Kentucky, she
gets her first real test here.

Sunday, October 1
Race 2 - (2) Boogie Shuffle

Came into the Little Brown Jug in career
form but was dealt a couple of bad posts which
killed his chances. With no killers signed on
here, he has big upside.

Race 3 - (2) Guardian Angel AS

He’s been super on the NYSS scene and
held his own in the Hambletonian. I think
this track can really move him up.

Race 5 - (3) Awash

Notice the addition of Lasix and a solid
qualifier on 9/14. Don’t be surprised if she
steps up for an Alagna barn that excels here.

Race 7 - 2yo Filly Pace

Race 9 - 2yo Filly Pace
#2 ALWAYS WOGGY came back from
a six week vacation with a vengence and
should roll again unless one of these
others have some tricks up their saddle
number.

Race 11 - 2yo Colt Pace
#1 JEOPARDY has a nice inside post
advantage on #8 ROCKINBEACH, who
may have trouble with his closing style
from the back. Jeopardy comes back to
Indiana in form for trainer Erv Miller
and should have every chance to win.

Race 13 - 2yo Colt Pace
#4 SHNITZLEDOSOMETHIN is not
the lock that his 6-5 morning line would
have you believe, but he truly looks like
the most likely winner and should be
forwardly placed.
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Race 6 - (2) Ariana G
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Weekend Stakes Spotlight
Saturday, September 30
The Meadows (1:05 P.M.)
Keystone Classic - 3yoFP (Races 4 & 8)
Featuring: Bettor’s Up (Race 4)

red mile (7:00 P.M.)
Bluegrass - 2yoC&FP (Races 6-12)
Featuring: Rainbow Room (Race 6); Closing Statement (Race
9); Manverick, Grand Teton (Race 10); Band Stand (Race 11)

Derick Giwner & Matt Rose discuss the Dayton
Pacing & Trotting Derbies on Friday.

Friday, September 29
freehold (12:30 p.m.)
$50,000 NJ Sire Stakes Final - 3yoFT (Race 3)
Featuring: EZ Passer

Philadelphia (12:40 p.m.)
Simpson - 2yoFT&P (Races 2-5, 11, 12 & 14)
Featuring: Looking For Zelda (Race 4)

dayton (6:15 p.m.)
$167,000 Dayton Trotting Derby - Open (Race 10)
Featuring: Hannelore Hanover, Homicide Hunter
$140,000 Dayton Pacing Derby - Open (Race 12)
Featuring: Mcwicked, Missile J, Rockin Ron

Hoosier (6:30 p.m.)
IN Sire Stakes Elim - 2yos (Races 2, 7, 9, 11 & 13)
Featuring: O So Easy (Race 2); Dee Rocks (Race 7)
Shnitzledosomethin (Race 13)

Red mile (7:00 P.m.)
$66,000 Bluegrass - 2yoFT (Races 2, 3, 4, 6 & 7)
Featuring: Manchego (Race 7)

Sunday, October 1
philadelphia (12:40 P.M.)
Simpson - 2yoCT&P (Races 3, 4, 5, 7, 11 & 12)
Featuring: Casual Cool (Race 3)
Paprike Blue Chip (Race 11)

red mile (1:00 P.M.)
Bluegrass - 3yos (Races 1-6, 8, 9, 11-13)
Featuring: Caviart Ally (Race 5); Ariana G (Race 6); Dover
Dan (Race 9); Filibuster Hanover, Huntsville (Race 11);
What The Hill (Race 12)

Monday, October 2
mohawk (7:30 P.M.)
On Sire Stakes Gold - 3yoC&FP (Races 4, 7 & 8)
Featuring: The Joy Luck Club (Race 7)

Looking Ahead
Red Mile (10/5-10/7) - International Stallion Stakes
Red Mile (10/7) - $150,000 Allerage Pace & Trot
Red Mile (10/8) - $500,000 Kentucky Futurity + Filly Futurity
Red Mile (10/8) - $450,000 Tattersalls Pace
Red Mile (10/8) - $275,000 Glen Garnsey
Red Mile (10/8) - $75,000 Allerage Pace & Trot
(All post times are E.D.T.)

